With the ability to deploy in the cloud network fabric, and quickly gain broad protection and compliance, Trend Micro Cloud One™ - Network Security is the network security solution you need to achieve your multi-layered security strategy.

Network Security automates actionable security for virtual private clouds (VPCs) and cloud networks by simplifying network security in the cloud, while maintaining the ability to inspect ingress and egress traffic. Using an agile, inline deployment approach and flexible failover scenarios, it ensures enterprises can protect their cloud networks without disrupting their applications. Network Security provides industry-leading coverage across multiple threat vectors, offering comprehensive threat protection that includes virtual patching, vulnerability shielding, exploit blocking, and high-accuracy defense against known and zero-day attacks.

This solution is for any organization looking to deploy a security focused control, maximizing protection without disruption. Whether you are looking to overlay across VPCs or accounts as you migrate to the cloud or want to add an extra layer of security for your modern application building, gain defense in depth without re-architecting or causing friction.

Key Features and Benefits
- **Inspection at network speed:** Inspect ingress and egress traffic directly inline, with network speed capabilities.
- **Active and actionable security:** Don’t take a passive approach to your network layer security. Protect against threats, get notified of attacks, and take action.
- **Network-based virtual patching:** Deploy intrusion prevention system (IPS) security at the network level to quickly provide protection from network threats, allowing you to secure your VPC and obtain compliance rapidly.
- **Flexible deployment scenarios:** Insert cloud network security where you need it without requiring complex cloud formation, network re-architecture, or re-IPing.
- **Backed by Trend Micro Research:** Get protection before vulnerability disclosure and gain advanced threat intelligence with Trend Micro Research and the Zero Day Initiative™.

To learn more about our hybrid cloud security capabilities or to take a test drive, visit trendmicro.com/hybridcloud

Network Security will be available in 2020.